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The Code of Chivalry is the foundation upon which our society is

based. As the highest Law of the Land, the Law by which all others must

be judged, the Code provides us with stability, purpose, and justice.

Obeying the Code of Chivalry is not a job to be taken lightly. At the

same time, following the purpose of the Code of Chivalry is simpler

than following its specific mandates. There are equally valid yet contra-

dictory interpretations for almost every provision, and what may seem

like a simple set of proclamations turns out to be anything but when

confronted with concrete situations.

The Code is at its heart a series of guidelines for nobility and not a

set of strict laws. A noble may lose his or her title if the Code is not

followed, but the violation must be clear and obvious.

As the Highest Law in our country, every noble — from the lowest

lord to the King — must follow the Code. When a person takes an Oath

of Fealty to his or her liege, it is implied that there is also an Oath to the

Code.

Swearing fealty does not negate one’s duty to the Code and where

there is a conflict, the Code will always prevail.

Note that although Lords and Ladies are technically “nobles,” the

standard to which they are held is less than that of a knight. Lords and

Ladies (who are usually granted their titles because of birth, marriage,

or official position, without having to pass the rigorous tests of knight-

hood) may still have disobeyed the Code when it could have been in

their power to obey the Code. For our purposes, we shall refer to “knights”

since all knights must follow all provisions of the Code without excep-

tion.

Let us now examine the individual provisions of the Code of Chiv-

alry, and discuss some basic interpretations.
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The knight must respect all of the people in our society with the

understanding that every person has something to contribute. Too often,

knights are fighters who see the world through a fighter’s perspective,

viewing those who do not fight as cowardly and unworthy. This view-

point is harmful to the duchy and to the knight, for how can one receive

respect when none is given?

Everyone contributes to the well being of the duchy — from the

bakers and millers to the artists and the clerks — and each is deserving

of respect for his or her contributions. How could the knight protect the

lands without the support of the hunters, farmers and cooks who provide

the knight’s sustenance, the armorers and weaponsmiths who provide

the knight’s tools, the artists and musicians who provide entertainment

for the knight’s well-being, and the countless others who in their own

way contribute to the glory of the land?

This is a dangerous pit in which many would-be knights fall. They

begin to think of themselves as better than the people whom they wish to

lead. Although a knight is expected to have better leadership, decision-

making and strategy skills than the average person, to think that a knight

is somehow “better” than everyone else will lead to that knight’s ruin.

The fallacy is in seeing those particular skills that a knight uses as more

important than such skills as weaving, masonry, or farming. Each per-

son in our lands contributes to the best of their ability and should be

respected for their contributions accordingly.

A knight must defend those people who cannot defend themselves.

This does not mean that the knight must constantly be on the battlefield

or out roaming the woods for goblins and kobolds. However, it is the

duty of the knight to make sure that the lands are patrolled and safe for
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the people who live there.

However, “defend” means so much more than in the battle sense. A

knight should defend his or her people against hunger and injustice,

against greed and ignorance, and against evil in every form. The knight

must be a hero to his or her people.

In fact, it is this first provision of the Code that seems to trip up

many would-be nobles (and commoners too). Many adventurers wrongly

think that prowess in battle makes one a “hero.” However, even the most

evil and corrupt person may stand in the front lines and fight off various

enemies. Heroism is more than mere bravery in battle. Defending the

people in battle is indeed a laudable goal, but it is insufficient if that is

all a knight does. After all, ours is not a land where “might makes right”

or where only the strongest rule. Many of the best knights are not the

best fighters, and many great fighters would make terrible knights.
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A knight’s duty is to the lands to which fealty has been sworn.

There are knights who have emigrated from other countries and this

provision reminds them that in a conflict between the original lands and

the land of fealty, the land of fealty will always prevail.

This would apply to any other oaths the noble may have taken or

will take to any other sovereign. No oath shall ever take precedence over

the Oaths of Fealty (which includes an Oath to the Code of Chivalry).

Although the exact word of this provision mentions the loyalties of

other countries, most nobles regard this to mean any other loyalties,

even if they are solely within the duchy. For instance, a biata knight who

has sworn fealty to the duchy should always put the interests of the

duchy at the forefront, even if it means fighting off an insurrection of

biata from his own family.
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This law does not require suicidal action but does demand bravery

in facing the enemy. If captured, the knight cannot reveal secrets, even

under torture, and cannot show fear, even to a more powerful adversary.

Do not interpret this provision to mean that a knight would be lim-

ited in military strategy. Many battles have been won with the judicious

use of strategic withdrawal, where the knight lures the enemy into a

position more advantageous to the knight. Similarly, no one would fault

a knight who ran from an army of liches, providing of course that the

knight then regrouped his or her forces and made new attack plans.

However, a knight who retreated leaving behind his or her compa-

triots would most likely be guilty of cowardice. The knight should al-

ways first assure the safety of those in his or her command and should

always be the very last person retreating.
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This requires intolerance of all evil without regard for the degree of

evil in the act. A knight cannot allow one evil act to be committed or go

unpunished, even if the commission of that evil act would prevent a

greater evil. One cannot use evil’s tools to fight evil.

This means that there are no balancing tests to be done. If one chaos

spell could save the town, the knight will not bow down and compro-

mise all that he or she stands for in order to get short term benefits, for to

do so means that the knight stands for nothing.

The hardest part of this tenet for many knights is dealing with the

evil the knight knows. Sometimes, the knight finds himself or herself as

a judge over friends who have been caught committing a criminal act.

The knight must dispense justice equally against all evil, and not just the

evil that exists outside of the borders. The enemies of the duchy some-

times take the form of brave adventurers, powerful business leaders, and

even other nobles. When they commit evil acts, they must be treated the

same as the knight would treat any other evildoer.
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Nobility requires attention to detail in all aspects of governing one’s

lands. A knight who is a great hero on the battlefield yet neglects to

provide for the people in his or her lands is a failure. Noble duties in-

clude dispensing justice, planning agricultural futures, supervising the

building of bridges and roads, and even providing for the people’s edu-

cation, entertainment and general well being. The knight should view

the commoners in his or her lands as family to be looked after and cared

for, and should never allow that family to be attacked, go hungry, or

need shelter or basic provisions.

Many of these tasks are tedious, aggravating, and rarely cause for

praise or attention, but to neglect these duties is a violation of the Code.

The knight does not actually have to personally perform each of these

tasks, but should delegate authority (not responsibility) and give guid-

ance to make sure that these things are done.
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This provision has caused many arguments and may be the most

controversial when specific examples are debated.

There is no room in this tenet, or in any of the Code, for loopholes.

A knight cannot promise to “never tell anyone” a particular bit of infor-

mation and then get around that vow by writing the information down.

Nor can a knight get around this tenet by allowing a commoner to lie for

him or her or by standing by in silence while untruths are being told

which the knight could easily correct and clarify.

The important point is that this tenet covers communication. Sym-

bolic speech (such as nodding your head or taking an action which obvi-

ously indicates a viewpoint, or even refusing to take an action) can be

just as meaningful as the spoken word. The spirit of the Code is more

important than the letter of the Code.

This tenet does not mean that a knight must tell everything and

give away secrets. Silence is not generally considered lying, but there

could be circumstances where it could be. For example, if someone asks

“Does anyone present know anything about this situation?” and the

knight, who has information that is important and relevant and which

would serve the people, remains silent, then this provision is likely vio-

lated.

What about lying to an enemy in order to mislead that enemy? Here

is where the real debate exists. Some feel that this is allowable and is

seen as a type of battle tactic, similar to leading your enemy into what

appears to be safe ground but what is actually a trap. After all, battles

can be won by words as well as by swords.

Others say that the entirety of the Code of Chivalry is a balancing

test; after all, if one lie would save the lives of a thousand people, then

would a knight who refused to lie be violating other parts of the Code,

such as defending the weak?

What about lying to creatures that have no morals?  Is it wrong to

lie to an undead?  Duchess Mara used to say that lying to an undead was

like lying to a tree, and that no harm could possibly be done by it.

King Gareth, when questioned on this particular provision, stated

that he does not believe that any lies should ever be told, for even one lie

can brand the knight as a liar, thus always placing the knight’s word in

question and irreparably harming the knight’s reputation, and thus of

course, the reputation of his or her liege.

This is a good point, and one in which the knight must be aware.

Yes, lying to an undead may be meaningless in some regards, but to

those who witness the knight lying at all, doubt may creep in later. The

knight’s future pronouncements may be looked at askew, for it would

then be known that the knight has lied in the past.

What is clear and unambiguous is that when a knight “gives one’s

word” by making a promise, then a higher standard must apply. A knight



who goes back on his or her word, even to the enemy, is unworthy of a

noble title.
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This is not a vow of poverty: a knight is not expected to live like the

poorest peasant. However, a knight must also not live so high above the

people that he or she loses awareness of the commoners’ lives. The taxes

of the people must not be overbearing and should be used primarily for

the defense and well being of the people and not for the purpose of

allowing the knight to live like the king.

Further, a knight should give emotionally and physically to the bet-

terment of the people. Giving includes providing your time, your skills,

and your experience to help those in need.
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This is considered by many who study the Code to be the law which

covers all possible unwritten points of Chivalry. It is the most basic

guideline and encompasses all of the other provisions as well as those

that may be unstated. The knight should be admired and used as an

example to all as the embodiment of good and no law-abiding com-

moner should ever fear harm from a knight.

A A A A A TTTTTestestestestest
In the real world, issues are rarely framed in clear-cut divisions.

Gray areas predominate and cloud our moral judgments.

The following few questions are practical examples of how the Code

and the rules and duties of nobility have been interpreted in the past.

Use them as a guideline to interpret the myriad facets of the Code, and

understand that even some of these answers may be debated by various

scholars.

QQQQQuestionsuestionsuestionsuestionsuestions
1.  Sir Eric owes his fealty to Baron Kevin. They are attacked by

trolls and during the attack Sir Eric sees Baron Kevin throw a necro-

mantic spell which turns the tide of the battle and saves both of them.

After the battle, Baron Kevin orders Sir Eric to “forget that this incident

ever happened.” What should Sir Eric do?

2.  Dame Yolanda meets her liege Baron Derek and he asks her to

swear never to reveal what she is about to hear. When she swears, Baron

Derek admits that he broke into Baron Percival’s manor house and took

a magic sword that should have been inherited by Baron Derek. Should

Dame Yolanda report this theft and thus break her word of honor?

3.  Dame Jora enters a tomb and finds an undead creature who says

to her “If you are my master I will give you my treasure.” Dame Jora lies

and says “I am your master.” Has she violated the Code?

4.  It is the same situation as in the previous question, except this

time the undead says “If you say you are my master, I will release my

prisoners; otherwise I shall kill them.” If Dame Jora lies and says she is

its master, has she violated the Code?

5.  Baron Higgin is sitting with Sir Theril and Sir Andor, both of

whom have sworn fealty to him. Suddenly, without giving any reason,

the Baron says to Sir Theril “Kill Sir Andor now!” What should Sir

Theril do?

6.  It is the same situation as in the previous question. Sir Theril

kills Sir Andor and then asks the Baron why he ordered the killing. “I

have my reasons and I do not have to explain them to you,” the Baron

replies. What should Sir Theril do?

7.  Baroness Hera orders her knights to send their squires to one of

her estates to oversee the construction of a new silo. Sir Forrest objects,

saying this is a bad idea. Can the Baroness remove Sir Forrest’s title?

8.  Baron Terrance is an obnoxious oaf. He is egotistical, arrogant,

and self-righteous, and has a hard time getting along with the other Bar-

ons. Can the Duke remove his title?

9.  Sir Ignatius is known to have a drinking problem and his Baron-

ess says to him “I don’t want to hear anything about you visiting that bar

again tonight.” Sir Ignatius replies “You won’t, my liege” and then goes

to the bar in disguise and tells anyone who recognizes him there that

they must keep quiet about his presence there so that the Baroness will

not “hear” anything about his visit there. Has he violated the Code?

10.  As Dame Taija leads a group into battle, Kenrik the adven-

turer approaches her and asks for a Magic Armor spell. Dame Taija re-

fuses. Kenrick later sees her casting a Magic Armor spell on another

adventurer.  Has she violated the Code of Chivalry?

AnswAnswAnswAnswAnswersersersersers
1.  Sir Eric is required to report his Baron’s actions to the Paladins.

Duty to the Code and the laws of the land take precedence over any

Oaths of Fealty.

2.  As in situation #1, a knight’s duty to the Code and the laws of

the land take precedence over any fealty. There may be a debate here

among some scholars in that she “gave her word,” but it is generally

understood that one can never give one’s word to violate the Code. A

promise to “give one’s word” in essence always carries the unspoken

caveat “so long as I am not required to violate the Code of Chivalry, my

Oaths of Fealty, or the laws of the land.”

3.  As stated before, this is unclear; some hold that a lie is a lie no

matter what, and others say that lying to an undead is meaningless. It is

illogical, they say, to require a knight to destroy all undead but yet he

cannot lie to them beforehand. Once more, know how your liege feels

about this before taking an action which may be counter to his or her

views.

4.  This one is a tougher call, because one could easily argue that

this is a balancing test: if one small lie to an undead can save many

people, then isn’t it more important to respect and defend the weak (an-

other part of the Code) and thus save their lives? Once more, know your

liege’s views first.



5.  He should kill Sir Andor now, without hesitation. Although it

may be that the Baron had no reason to order the death, it is not Sir

Theril’s place to question the decision at that time. Perhaps the Baron

had just discovered that Sir Andor was a vampire or otherwise not him-

self. Had Sir Theril stopped to question the order, Andor may have es-

caped or caused great damage.

6.  He should report this action to the Paladins and testify if the

Paladins so request. Obviously, if it is discovered that the Baron had no

reason to order the killing, then the Baron (not the knight who followed

the order) would be guilty of murder.

Even if the Paladins investigate and discover that the Baron had

good reason to order the killing, Sir Theril may still decide to renounce

his Oaths of Fealty to the Baron. An Oath of Fealty goes both ways: A

knight vows to follow the orders of his or her liege so long as those

oaths are just and lawful. It requires absolute trust between the oathgiver

and the oathtaker; if the knight no longer can trust the Baron’s deci-

sions, then the knight may renounce the Oath.

7.  Technically, any noble can remove the title of another noble or

squire directly beneath them in the chain of command. However, it is

not always a wise move politically. Knights are not slaves to be used by

their lieges, and their opinions should be sought and respected. Every

noble has the right to disagree with his or her liege. However, disagree-

ment and nonobeyance are two

different things.

In the example given, there

was no indication that the knight

had done more than merely dis-

agree. If the Baroness had said

“No more arguing; just go do it”

then Sir Forrest must obey and do

so to the best of his ability. The

order may be unwise, impracti-

cal, or even foolish, but it is not

illegal nor does it violate the Code

of Chivalry. If the knight objected

loudly and in public, or made in-

sulting remarks to the Baroness

in such a way as to tarnish her re-

spect, then she would be more

justified in removing his title.

8.  As before, technically a

noble can remove the title of any-

one below without giving a rea-

son, but doing so may not be a

wise choice politically. If the

Baron is merely obnoxious, he

probably should not be removed.

Often people who are free think-

ers and leaders can be egotistical

and obnoxious, yet they also get

the work done that needs to get

done. If titles were removed be-

cause of arguments or personal-

ity clashes, then we may very well

be left only with sycophants who

are nothing more than slaves to

their liege.

However, if Baron

Terrance’s personality was so dis-

ruptive as to hinder his ability to

perform his duties, or if he were

so obnoxious that his actions con-

stituted Mockery of a Noble Title

or some other offense, then his re-

moval may be justified.

9. Yes. The spirit of the Code

is more important than the letter of the Code. Technically, Sir Ignatius is

keeping his word by making sure that his liege won’t hear about his visit

to the bar, but that wasn’t really what the Baroness was requesting. Try-

ing to be a barrister with the Code, looking for loopholes and technicali-

ties, is against the entire spirit of the Code. And, as always, the spirit of

the Code is what is important.

10.  No. Although a knight must “be generous and give freely” this

does not mean that a knight cannot use his or her judgment as to when to

use limited resources. Do not misinterpret this provision to imply that

you must always give what you have at any time. This provision does

not require a healer to automatically give all his or her protective spells

to anyone who asks. The knight is expected to use his or her judgment in

when and who to assist, for resources are not infinite.

Perhaps Dame Taija wishes to give the spell to those fighters who

are more likely to be on the front line. Perhaps she knows that Kenrick is

a seasoned adventurer who has many Magic Armor potions stashed away,

and she prefers to cast her spells on adventurers who do not have

Kenrick’s resources. Perhaps she wishes to observe the battle first and

then make decisions as to where her spells will be the most useful.

The bottom line is that this part of the Code never requires a noble

to give up his or her judgment as to the best use of the resources avail-

able.


